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	Forex for Beginners: A Comprehensive Guide to Profiting from the Global Currency Markets, 9781430240501 (1430240504), Apress, 2012

	"Backed by a comprehensive list of studies, this book is a brilliant contribution on the connections between exchange rates and economics."


	—Francesc Riverola, CEO and Founder of FXstreet.com

	 


	"Adam Kritzer has been covering the forex market for years as a prominent but accessible industry expert. In a market sector full of pitfalls for the novice, this book will help many new traders avoid costly mistakes and get started on the path to success."


	—Andy Hagans, Co-founder of ETF Database

	 


	"Adam Kritzer is not only one of my favorite forex writers but also one of the best ... This book will likely become required reading for those getting into the forex market."


	—Zachary Storella, Founder of CountingPips.com


	Forex for Beginners: A Comprehensive Guide to Profiting from the Global Currency Markets is a guide for those who want to earn extra income trading currencies without committing large amounts of time or money. This book will introduce global investors to the basics of forex (foreign exchange) trading and provide them with a solid framework for analyzing currencies and profiting from their fluctuations. Topics covered include the forces that cause exchange rates to fluctuate, an overview of the mechanics of trading, analytical and forecasting tools, how to profit from pricing trends, and common pitfalls that often ensnare traders.


	While most books make grandiose promises of instant success and large profits, Forex for Beginners represents an alternative approach to investing in forex. The forex market is dominated by institutional capital and algorithmic trading, making it unrealistic to think that day traders can beat the market by relying on charts and technical indicators alone. Thus, the emphasis here is on fundamental analysis—using economic concepts to spot currency misalignments—and staking out positions to profit from them over a period of weeks and months. 


	If you’re eager to tap into the world’s largest financial market on a part-time basis, this is the book for you. You will gain an understanding of how currency markets work and use this knowledge to generate income.


	What you’ll learn


	Investors from all countries will:

	
		Understand how global currency markets operate and how currencies are exchanged
	
		Learn why exchange rates fluctuate, from the standpoint of economics and human psychology
	
		Open an account and become fluent in the mechanics of trading foreign exchange
	
		Learn how to avoid getting skinned alive by trading professionals and brokers
	
		Adapt your personality and financial circumstances to a specific approach to analyzing and trading currencies
	
		Avoid pitfalls and limit risk to prevent profit from turning to loss
	
		Earn money and have fun trading



	Who this book is for


	Forex for Beginners: A Comprehensive Guide to Profiting from the Global Currency Markets is a guide to trading currencies for those with some investing experience but who lack the specific knowledge they need to trade forex. This guide does not promote a get-rich-quick approach, nor is it predicated on overly complex methods. It is geared instead to international investors who want simple-but-effective answers to these simple questions: "Why do currencies fluctuate?" And, "How can I profit from those fluctuations?" Most importantly, it is for those who want to generate additional income or pad their savings accounts without sitting in front of their computers and trading for hours on end.
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What the Best CEO's Know: 7 Exceptional Leaders and Their Lessons for Transforming Any BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This text goes beyond theory and guesswork to look at  how seven contemporary business icons carved their own paths to the pinnacles of  corporate achievement, as well as explains how to apply these traits and  strategies to your own career.
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Architecting Dependable Systems (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003
As software systems become more and more ubiquitous, the issues of dependability become more and more critical. Given that solutions to these issues must be planned at the beginning of the design process, it is appropriate that these issues be addressed at the architectural level. This book is inspired by the ICSE 2002 Workshop on Architecting...

		

Supervised and Unsupervised Pattern Recognition: Feature Extraction and Computational IntelligenceCRC Press, 1999

	There are many books on neural networks, some of which cover computational intelligence, but none that incorporate both feature extraction and computational intelligence, as Supervised and Unsupervised Pattern Recognition does. This volume describes the application of a novel, unsupervised pattern recognition scheme to the classification of...





	

Risk Management and Value Creation in Financial InstitutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
From an empirical as well as a personal point of view, risk management in the financial industry has been one of the most exciting and most researched areas over the last decade. Depositors and regulators claim that risk management is necessary, and many banks argue that superior risk management can create (shareholder) value. However, from a...

		

Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 1: Essentials & ConfigurationMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for core configuration and administrative tasks in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on the essentials through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the...


		

Polymers in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2006

	Together, the nano explosion and the genomic revolution are ushering in a new frontier in drug delivery. In recent years we’ve seen how polymers can play a crucial role in controlling the rate of drug release, enhancing solubility and uptake, and limiting degradation and toxicity. In the very near future, they may well be used to...
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